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Latin America - Bibliography 
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Free 
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Multilingual  
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Library of Congress 

 
Brief History 
 

 
The Handbook of Latin American Studies is the oldest and most prestigious area 
studies bibliography in the world. Its creator and first editor, historian Lewis Hanke, 
who, in the 1930s, launched this product. In the mid-1980s, the Library of Congress 
decided to test electronic typesetting of bibliographies using the Handbook as a 
pilot project. In preparation for automated production of the printed edition of 
volume 50, in 1989 the Handbook's editorial staff began inputting analytic citations 
in MARC format into the newly developed Generalized Bibliographies (GenBib) 
file, a shared file created especially for Library of Congress bibliographers. Since 
that time, the Handbook portion of the database has grown to more than 70,000 
entries, over half annotated. In April 1993, electronic access to the Handbook was 
expanded exponentially by the Library of Congress' decision to provide public 
telnet access to the LC card catalog among the worldwide Internet community. 
 

 
Scope and Coverage 

 
HLAS Web contains bibliographic records from volumes 47-71 of the Handbook of 
Latin American Studies. The database includes citations for books, journal articles, 



conference papers, maps, and websites that pertain to the disciplines covered by 
HLAS. For Humanities, coverage includes: Art, History, Literature, Music, and 
Philosophy. For Social Sciences, coverage includes Archeology, Ethnology, 
Economics, Geography, Government and Politics, International Relations, Political 
Economy, and Sociology.  

 
Kind of Information 
 

 
Tbrough a keyword search entries are appeared here in a listed form. Under an entry 
(hyperlinked title or serial number) detail bibliographic information of that 
particular entry is available here. Here the bibliographic information includes title, 
author name, publication year, ISBN/ISSN, price, physical description or 
pagination, HLAS annotation, HLAS subjects, HLAS identifier etc. An example is 
given below under the keyword search ‘Economics’ for clear understanding. 
 
Author                                     Title  Date  

Pinheiro, Leticia. 
Foreign policy decision-making under the Geisel 
government: the president, the military and the foreign 
ministry.  

2013 

Tinker Salas, Miguel. Venezuela: what everyone needs to know.  2015 

  Women and gender in modern Latin America: historical 
sources and interpretations. Edited by Pamela S. Murray. 

2014 

Adelman, Jeremy. Worldly philosopher : the odyssey of Albert O. Hirschman / 
Jeremy Adelman.  

2013 

  Love and power: Caribbean discourses on gender. Edited by 
Eudine Barriteau. 

2012 

  
Cuba, 1953-1978: a bibliographic guide to the literature. 
Edited and compiled by Ronald H. Chilcote with Sheryl 
Lutjens.  

1986 

Chilcote, Ronald H. Intellectuals and the search for national identity in 
twentieth-century Brazil / Ronald H. Chilcote. 

2014 

  State in Caribbean society. Edited by Omar Davies. 1986 
 
 

Relevance: 
 

Type of material: Book, Journal Issue, Conference Proceedings 

Author: Pinheiro, Leticia. 

Title: Foreign policy decision-making under the Geisel government: the president, 
the military and the foreign ministry. 

Published/Created: Brasília, Brazil: Fundação Alexandre de Gusmão, 2013. 

Description: 317 p.: bibl. 

HLAS annotation: This was the doctoral dissertation defended in 1995 at the London School of 
Economics of one of Brazil’s important foreign policy scholars. It shows how 
Ernesto Geisel (1974-79) reshaped the ideology of the National Security 
Doctrine with crucial foreign policy decisions. They were first, the abstention 
in the OAS voting on revoking the sanction against Cuba; second, the 
establishment of relations with the People’s Republic of China; and third, 
recognition of the independence of the MPLA regime in Angola. The book 
refutes the idea that the National Security Doctrine is the source of Brazil’s 
"Responsible Pragmatism" policy. [FDM] 

HLAS subjects: Geisel, Ernesto 

 International Relations --Brazil  

 National Security --Brazil 



LC subjects: Geisel, Ernesto.  

 Brazil --Foreign relations --1964-1985.  

 
Brazil --Politics and government --1964-1985. 

Notes: "658"--Spine. 

 
Includes bibliographical references (pages 285-317). 

Series: Coleção Política externa brasileira 

ISBN: 9788576314509 

 
8576314509 

HLAS identifier: bi2015004774 

HLAS volume: 72 

HLAS topic/discipline search: hlt8000 

HLAS contributor: Frank D. McCann 

See item in: LC Online Catalog 

LC classification: F2523 .P56 2013 

LCCN: https://lccn.loc.gov/2014345162 

 
 
MARC view of entry also available here. 
 

Relevance: 
 

HLAS Control Number: bi2015004774 
000 01928cam a22003853 450 
001 201890 
005 20161115164835.0 
008 141124s2013 bl b f000 0 eng 
020 __ |a 9788576314509 
010 __ |a bi2015004774 
972 __ |a hlas |b 72 |c Frank D. McCann |d hlt8000 
020 __ |a 8576314509 
040 __ |a DLC-HL |c DLC-HL |e bps 
042 __ |a lchlas 
043 __ |a s-bl--- 
050 00 |a F2523 |b .P56 2013 
100 1_ |a Pinheiro, Leticia. 
245 10 |a Foreign policy decision-making under the Geisel government: |b the 

president, the military and the foreign ministry. 
260 __ |a Brasília, Brazil: |b Fundação Alexandre de Gusmão, |c 2013. 
300 __ |a 317 p.: |b bibl. 
336 __ |a text |b txt |2 rdacontent 
337 __ |a unmediated |b n |2 rdamedia 
338 __ |a volume |b nc |2 rdacarrier 
490 0_ |a Coleção Política externa brasileira 
500 __ |a "658"--Spine. 
504 __ |a Includes bibliographical references (pages 285-317). 

                            
                           (This is not a complete list) 
 
 
 



 
Special Features 

 
 List of HLAS Journal Abbreviations available here. 

 
 HLAS Subject Term Glossary present here. 

 
 FAQ present here for user support. 

 
 Links to Library of Congress Online Catalog. 

 
 Contact option present via 'ask the librarian’. 

 
 
Arrangement Pattern 

 
Users can sort the entries by Date (Old – New) & Date (New – Old) wise, 
alphabetical Title wise. 
 
Date (New – Old) wise 
   

Author  Title  Date 

Goldstein, Daniel M., 1965- Owners of the sidewalk : security and survival in the informal city / Daniel M. Goldstein. 2016 

  Beyond geopolitics : new histories of Latin America at the League of Nations / edited by Alan 
McPherson and Yannick Wehrli.  

2015 

Ritter, Archibald R.M. Entrepreneurial Cuba: the changing policy landscape. 2015 

Schaefer, Stacy B. Huichol women, weavers, and shamans. 2015 

Couyoumdjian, Juan Pablo. Importando modernidad: la evolución del pensamiento económico en Chile en el siglo XIX.  2015 

Bril-Mascarenhas, Tomás Policy traps: consumer subsidies in post-crisis Argentina. 2015 

Harvey, Penelope, 1956- Roads : an anthropology of infrastructure and expertise / Penny Harvey and Hannah Knox. 2015 

Caridad Bueno, Cruz. Stratification economics and grassroots development: the case of low-income black women workers in 
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.  

2015 

Tinker Salas, Miguel. Venezuela: what everyone needs to know. 2015 

Skowronek, Russell K., 
Ceramic production in early Hispanic California : craft, economy, and trade on the frontier of New Spain 
/ Russell K. Skowronek, M. James Blackman, and Ronald L. Bishop with contributions by Robert L. 
Hoover, Eloise Richards Barter, Julia Costello, Glenn  

2014 

              
Alphabetical Title wise 
 
Foreign policy decision-making under the Geisel government: the president, the military and the 
foreign ministry.  

History of consumption of early modern Europe in a trans-Atlantic perspective: some new challenges 
in European social history.  

Implementation of sustainable urban transport in Latin America. 

Industria del creer: sociología de las mercancías religiosas.  

Measuring the impact of the Jamaican government on the economy via fiscal multipliers.  

Merchants, markets, and exchange in the pre-columbian world. Edited by Kenn Hirth and Joanne 
Pillsbury.  

Promesa rota: una mirada institucionalista a partir de Tugwell.  

Resilience of regionalism in Latin America and the Caribbean: development and autonomy. Edited 
by Andrés Rivarola and José Briceño Ruiz. 

 
 

 
Remarks 

 
The Handbook of Latin American Studies is the oldest and most prestigious area 
studies bibliography in the world. This Web version of the Handbook, updated 
weekly.  The database is updated instantaneously, although records for volumes 71 
onward are in a preliminary editorial stage. 
 



 

  

 

 
Comparable Tools 

 
 Library of Congress Online Catalog ( https://catalog.loc.gov/index.html) 

 
 SUNCAT (http://suncat.ac.uk/search) 

 

 
Date of Access 

 
06 December, 2016 


